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We use the theory of pseudodifferential operators to prove that the solutions of 
certain degenerate elliptic boundary value problems in the plane are smooth up to 
the boundary. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
In this work we use the theory of pseudodifferential operators to prove 
that the solutions of the Dirichlet problem for certain degenerate lliptic 
equations in the plane are smooth up to the boundary. 
The spirit of this paper is the same as that of [l]; in other words, we 
use the method of transfer to the boundary given in [3]. 
Our main result (Theorem 1) extends all the results in [l]. 
We cover, in particular, operators like 
f’= (8, - $(t) 44 x) D, + b(t, x))(d, + $0) fit4 x) D, + b”(t, x)1, 
where a, cl > 0 for 0 < t < T, $, $ > 0 for 0 < t < T, and b, a are arbitrary. 
Note that the case where $ has a zero of finite order k < 3 and $ is flat is 
contained in Theorem 1 but not in [l]. 
In all cases we allow each first-order factor to be perturbed by an 
arbitrary term of order zero (this was not the case in [l] under hypothesis 
(Hl) of the present work). 
Some differences between the proofs given here and the ones in [ 1 ] are 
as follows. We do not prove a preliminary result about pseudodifferential 
operators; instead, we work directly with the differential operators given in 
the problem. Also, we provide a new proof of [l, Theorem 33, without 
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using Fourier integral operators. Finally, we mention that in order to take 
care of the terms of order zero we had first to use an integrating factor and 
then to prove the regularity result in the particular case when the terms of 
order zero were multiples of coefficient of D,. 
We also call attention to the fact that if P contains an elliptic factor then 
more care (as compared with the other cases) is needed in the analysis of 
the ellipticity of the operator N (see below). 
In the end we present a class of examples which are not contained in 
Theorem 1 but can still be handled by the same method. 1 
STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let U c R be a neighborhood of the origin and let T > 0. 
Let 
P= (8, -At, xl D, + b(t, x)1(8, + F(t, x) D, + &t, x)), 
where p, ,ii, b, 8 are smooth functions on [0, T] x a. Assume 
p.fi>o when t > 0 
and either 
(Hl) p(t, x)= tka(t, x), ,E(t, x)= t’ii(t, x) with k, 1 >,4 
or 
(H2) p(t,x)=$(t)a(t,x), ,ii(t,x)=$(t)b(t,x), where a.iT>O 
when t = 0 and $, $ are arbitrary smooth ,functions. 
Zf u E Ca( [0, T], D’(U)) satisfies 
Pu =f e Cm( [0, T] x U) 
u,,=,=u,EC”(U) 
(1) 
then u E C”( [0, T] x U), perhaps after shrinking T, U. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that p 3 0 and j2 2 0. 
The first step will be to show that the hypoellipticity of the above 
problem is equivalent to the hypoellipticity of the following problem 
h =,fE C=( [C, T] x U) 
U(,=O=UgECno(U), 
(2) 
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where 
with Q an elliptic operator of order zero and with /I’, fl being multiples of 
p, j?, resp.; that is 
B(t, x) = PC& x) 44 xl 
for smooth functions c, c”. 
and B(4 x) = /qf, x) qt, x) 
We transform, by means of a conjugation, the first-order operator 
L ~ = d, - p( t, x) D, + h( t, x) = L, + h into the operator L # = L, + /I( t, x), 
where b(t, x) = ~(t, x) c(t, x); indeed, if we set B(t, x) = Jb b(s, x) ds and 
L# =eBoLp oePB, we obtain 
[ J 
r 
L#=L,+p. -i by(s,x)ds 
0 1 
Similarly, in the case of L+=a,+~(t,~)D.+~(f,x)=Z~+~, we 
have &t,x)=fh&s,x)ds, E#=eB~L,oepB=E,+p, where /l=jkT, and 
F( t, x) = - i j; a,(,, x) ds. 
Thus, if we set P# = L’ 0 L”“, we obtain 
P# = (eBOL_ oepB)(eeOL+ Oem ‘)=eBoLp Oe-B+dOL+ OeeB. 
Therefore 
Then u is a solution of 
Pu =.f 
if and only if u = e% is a solution of 
Bu=g 
VI,=0 = fQ, 
where g = e”J: 
The second step in the proof will be to prove the regularity of all 
solutions to (2). This will be accomplished by showing that the wave-front 
set of u is empty, i.e., NY(u) = a. For this, it suffices to show that 
WF(u)n(UxRf)=QI (3) 
wF(u)n(uxR-)=@. (4) 
409/171/Z-8 
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As in [ 1 ] we use the method given in [3]. 
We proceed to prove (3). Let u E Cm( [0, T], D’(U)) be an exact solution 
to (2). Set 
v=QL+u. 
Then 
Now u satisfies (2) if and only if (v, U) satisfies 
L-v=f 
(2.1) 
and 
QL+u=v 
(2.2) 
up=o= uo. 
Note that the problems (2.1) and (2.2) are coupled; we replace the initial 
condition (QL, u),,= T by an arbitrary distribution V=E D’(U) and thus 
(2.1) becomes independent of (2.2). 
Our next goal will be to construct an approximate solution to the 
following problem 
Lpv=f 
(2.1)’ 
VI,= T= UT. 
This will be done by means of a pseudodifferential operator G -(t, s), 
depending smoothly on t < s, which is a solution to 
L-G--O, OQt<sdT 
G--I, t = s. 
We use the notation A - 0 to mean that A is a C” function of (t, s) 
valued in the space of regularizing operators. 
The operator G _ (t, s) will be defined by 
Gp(t, s) u(x)= (27~~' j’” e’“Sg(t, s, x, <)1;(t) d5 
--m 
(5) 
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with 
g(t3 s, X3 5)= f gj(t, s, x, 5)3 
j=O 
where (disregarding multiplication by convenient cut-off functions-see 
[ 11) go is the solution to 
atso - /&go = 09 OGtdsbT 
(6) 
go= 1, t=s 
while for j = 1, 2, . . . . gi is the solution to 
atgj-&j=P1cD.xgj- I -cSj- 11 
gj = 0. 
t7)j 
At this point we see why it is advantageous to have reduced our problem 
to the case where the term of order zero, /I is a multiple of p; indeed, the 
right-hand side of (7)j is itself a multiple of p and this allows us to apply 
Lemma 3 below. 
Note also that the form of the right-hand side in (7)., is simpler than the 
corresponding one in Cl]-this is due to the fact that we are dealing here 
directly with the d$ferential operator P. 
We will now state microlocal versions of a definition and a lemma from 
Cll. 
Let T> 0 and let 52 be an open subset of R”; set 
I’,= {(t,s)~R2;O<t<s,<T}. 
Let 0 < 6 < 1 (in this work we only need 6 = 0 and 6 = l/2). 
Let r an open cone contained in Q x (R” \O). 
Let A(t, x) be a smooth nonnegative function. 
DEFINITION 2 [ 11. A function b(t, s, X, 5) belongs to the class 
A yi = A?:(T) if b is smooth on V,x r and there exists B > 0 such that 
for every tl,jI~Z:, every Y,EEB+, every compact set K contained in 
V, x Q, and every cone r’ c r with r’ n { 151 = 1 } compact, there exists a 
constant c = c(a, /I, y, E, K, r’) such that 
for all (t, s, x, 4) E K x r’. 
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LEMMA 3 [l]. If b E AT;-(r) then the function 
wt, s, x, 5) = j’ go(t, r, x, 5) i(r, x) b(r, 3, x, 5) dr f 
belongs to A;f; ‘,“(IJ. 
We now continue with the proof of Theorem 1. 
Under assumption (Hl ) we see, as in [ 11, that the operator G ~ (t, s) in 
(5) turns out to have a symbol in the class Ay;y,2 c Sy,,., hence G (t, s) is 
pseudolocal. 
Under assumption (H2), the operator G ~ (t, s) in (5) has a symbol in the 
class A?; c sy 0 hence G ~ (1, s) is again pseudolocal. 
The approximate solution to (2.1)’ which we were looking for is given by 
C=Gp(t, T)u,- s 
k(t,s)f(s,.)ds. (8) I 
By using the facts that G Jt, s) is pseudolocal (when t < s) and 
regularizing (when t < s) we reach the conclusion that 0” is C”. 
By using [3], Formula (111.1.45) we see that u-6 is C”. 
Thus v E C”. 
We now turn to the solution to (2.2). What was done above can be 
repeated to produce a parametrix, G+(t, s), for the problem 
L+G+-0, O<s<t<T 
G+-I, t = s. 
Note that G + (t, s) is automatically a parametrix for 
QL+G+mO, O<sdt<T 
G+-6 t = s. 
Set 
ii=G+(t,O)u,+ ‘G+(t,s)Q--%(s,.)ds, s 0 
where q, is as in (2.2) and v” is given by (8). 
Then, by using the pseudolocal property of G, (t, s), we have ii E C”. 
Furthermore, we have, as above, u-ii EC”. Thus the exact solution, u, to 
(2), is C”; in other words, we have just proved (3). 
Our goal will now be to prove (4). 
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For this we consider the problems 
Lm v=,f 
VI,=0 = vo 
(2.3) 
and 
QL +u=v 
(2.4) 
Ul,= T.= UT, 
where vo, uT are, in principle, arbitrary distributions. 
As in the proof of (3), we construct parametrics H,, HP such that 
L-H+mO, O<s<t<T 
H, -I, t = s 
and 
QL+H~NO, Odt6sdT 
H--I, t = s. 
Thus E, defined by 
i?=H+(t,O)u,+ ‘H+(t,s)f(s;)ds I 0 
is an approximate solution to (2.3) and, likewise, 
i=Hm(t, T)u,- ‘H~(t,s)(eS~‘~)(s,.)ds 
is an approximate solution to (2.4). 
Recalling that u is an exact solution to (2) and that v = QL, u we set 
v. = QPL, u,,=~; this v. will be the initial datum in (2.3). 
If, at this point, we knew that u. was C”, then the full procedure used 
to prove (3) would apply to finish the proof of (4), and this would be the 
end of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Hence we limit ourselves to proving that v. is C”; this will be an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 4 and Proposition 5 below. 
We will use (a variant of) the operator N from Cl], namely, 
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LEMMA 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the distribution Nu,, with 
oO= QL, ulrzO, is actually C”. 
Proof. We may write 
s T z?(O, x) = H- (0, T) uT - H-(0, s) W’H+(s, 0) u,ds 0 
- ~O~H-(O,s)Q~l~:H+(s,r)f(r,x)drds. 
The left-hand side may be written as z?(O, x) = uO(x) - [u - E](O, x) and 
so it is C”. The first and third terms in the right-hand side are likewise 
C”. Thus, Nu,, which is the second term in the right-hand side is C”. m 
PROPOSITION 5. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, the operator N is 
hypoelliptic. 
Proof Case 1. Assume (H 1) is valid. 
Without loss of generality we assume I = k > 4 (indeed if, e.g., 1= k 3 4 
then we may write t’s = tk(t’-kii) and we have t’- kri > 0 when t > 0). 
The only difference between this proposition and the analogous result in 
[l] is the presence of the non-vanishing factor Q - ’ in the definition of N; 
since this does not entail any essential modification we omit the proof. 
Case 2. Assume (H2) is valid and $, I$ are flat at t = 0. 
This case is contained in Case 1. 
Case 3. Assume (H2) is _valid and (without loss of generality) t)(t) = tk 
for some k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . and t)(t) vanishes to order at least k, at t = 0. 
The symbol of N is 
where 
and h -- = c,T ,, h,- (resp. h + = I,, 0 hf ) is equivalent to the symbol of H _ 
(resp. H + ); furthermore 
h;(t,s,x,<)=exp[-li/~~fi(r,x)dr], O<tbs<T 
hc(t,s,x,<)=elp[-li;i{,:p(r,x)dr], Ogs<t<T. 
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Subcase 3.1. k k 1. 
Set 
oo(x, T)=joTW1(s, x)exp [--It1 ji {rka(r,~)+&r)B(r, x)} dr]ds. 
We have 
and 
-c, 151 ?+‘/(k+ 1) ds 1 
lad-~ 01 2CjoTexp[ -ItI jsczrkdr]ds 
0 
> Cl 5 I ~ l/(k + ’ ). 
(Here and below C, E, cl, c2 are positive constants; also, we use the letter 
C to denote different constants.) 
Thus N is elliptic of order - l/(k + l), hence it is hypoelliptic. 
Subcase 3.2. k=O. 
Set 
01(x, 5)=a,(x, r)+/=h,Q-‘h: + jTh;Q-‘h; + jTdch,D,(Q-‘A,+). 
0 0 0 
Now 
ld~O(x, 5) - al(x, 01 d c I51 p2 
and 
la,(x, 5)--~o(w2)l G lZ,l + VA + 1131. 
For each j = 1,2,3, we have 
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Thus 
IRj(s, x, <)I < C(1 + ItI)-’ exp[-h 1513 
and so 
Thus, as in Subcase 3.1, N is elliptic, and we still have order (N) = 
-l/(k+l)= -1 since k=O. 1 
EXAMPLES 
6) P = (8, - fD,)(~, -t d(f) D,), where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and 4 is flat 
at t = 0, with 4 > 0 for t > 0. 
(ii) P= (a, - tkD, f b(t, x))(d, + qS(t) D, + h”(t, x)), where h, 6 are 
arbitrary, k = 0, 1, . . . . and 4 is as in example (i). 
(iii) P= (a,-t2(t+x4) D,)(d,+t2(t+xJ) D,). 
Example (i) satisfies hypothesis (H2) of Theorem 1; for k=O, 1, 2, 3 it is 
not contained in [ 11. 
Example (ii) satisfies (HI), when k = 4, 5, . . . . in this case it is not 
contained in [ 1 ] if either h or g is not identically zero. When k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 
(H2) holds. 
Example (iii) is a particular case of the class of operators of the form 
P= (a,-/.44 x) D., +b(t, x))(Z,+p(t, -u) D, +i;(t, x)), 
where 
with .f> 0, g(0) > 0, j= 4, 6, 8, .,., k= 2, 3, . . . . and h, 5 are arbitrary. If 
k = 2, 3 then these examples are contained neither in [l] nor in our 
theorem, but we can still show that the boundary value problem for P is 
hypoelliptic; indeed it suffices to make the observations below (cf. [ 1, proof 
of Proposition 31). 
We have 
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and this is crucial for showing that: (a) the relevant parametrices have 
symbols in the class A::;,,; (b) la(N)l >c 151 P”k+‘; (c) N has parametrix 
with symbol in S r 6, wherem=l/(k+1),p=1-l/(k+1),6=l/j+l/(k+1) 
and so p -6 >O since j34 and k 22 (hence N is hypoelliptic 
(see C21)). I 
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